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I _ INTRODUCTION 

An undergraduate laboratory experiment on the 

fundamentals of probabi I ity and statistics was devised 

some years ago, and the details were published in an 

1
engineering educational journal • The experiment 

uti I izes a simple, manual, voltage amp I itude samp I ing 

device to collect quantized data on voltage waveforms. 

These data are used to calculate various statistical 

measures of the input waveform. This experiment 

suggested to its originator the possibi I ity of an 

instrument which would automatically sample the inpwt, 

and process the data by digital means. The theoretical 

development of this concept culminated in a publication 

describing the principles and error characteristics of 

2 a digital voltmeter • 

The instrument described has severa I rema rkab I e 

features. 

A • I t co u I d o p e r a't e s u cc e s s f u I I y o n b o t h 

familiar and irregular waveforms, both periodic 

and non-periodic, or random. 

B. A data processing equation is derived which 

leads to a mean square value without performing 

a squaring operation. 

I • 
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C. The number of quantization levels for the. 

data is surprisingly low for practical error 

percentages. 

D. The instrument has no low frequency I imit. 

E. The input under measurement does not 

del Iver significant amounts of energy to.the 

device, since the Input is used only for 

amp I ltude comparison with reference levels. 

The above features show the instrument to be 

unique, especially in Its abi I ity to operate on unfam

i I i a r o r non - p e r i o d i c wave forms at u I t r a - Iow f re q u enc i es • 

A model of the instrument was designed ~nd 

constructed which operated on each data quantization 

level in turn, serially in time. Data gathering for a 

periodic wave required a period equal to 2n cycles, 

where n Is the number of data quantization levels used. 

Thts thesis describes the design, development 

and construction of a version of the instrument which 

requires only one cycle of a periodic Input to complete 

the col lectlon of data. It wl 11 operate on fami I far 

periodic waveforms (I.e. sine, triangular and rectangu

lar waves) at frequencies below 5Hz with error from any 

one source not exceeding 1.0%. Errors are kept as low 

as is consistent with Implementation of a reasonably 

small number of data quantization levels using relatively 

inexpensive, practical equipment. The design uti I ized 
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readily avai Iable components and is economically and 

commercially feasible. 

The design is based upon the principles and 

error characteristics derived in the pub I ication2 

mentioned previously, this paper being the principle 

design too I • No further development of error character

istics is undertaken, the scope being the production of 

a practical, correctly functioning instrument with 

economy of components, and relating the error character

istics developed in the reference 2 to the devi9e realized. 

Design and development9I work performed which was not 

closely related to the design finally adopted .ls not 

included here. 

The order of presentation is as fol lows: 

A. Basic concepts of design 

8. Rectification 

c. Level determination 

D. Counter input logic 

E. Control IO·g i c 

F. Summary 

One section is devoted to each of the above 

topics. 



I I BASIC CONCEPTS OF DESIGN 

The apparatus constructed was originally 

conceived from an experiment in probabl I ity whose 

detai Is have been pub I ished 1• In the experiment, 

random samples were taken from a voltage waveform, 

and the samples were classif led Into Intervals. 

Statistical measures of the waveform could then be 

calculat~d on the basis of the number of samples 

occurring in each interval. The experiment led 

naturally to consideration of a system which could 

give a measure of mean square or root mean square 

value for any input waveform. This section traces 

the development of such a system from its theoretical 

background to the more general aspects of a function

ing instrument. 

The concepts of both theory and design which 

give the system its form are discussed in the fo I I owing 

order: 

A. The mathematical expression on which the 

logical design of a practical system is based 

is developed, and the error characteristics are 

given. 

4. 
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B. The essential requlremerts with regard to 

information output are considered. 

c. A means of achieving the required summation 

expression by use of weighted Inputs to a 

register is explalned. 

D. Binary addition by use of mult~pte ~rigger 

inputs is proposed as an economical method for 

increasing the contents of a <!:ounter. re.g i ster 

by a desir&~ amount. 

E. A simple system biock diagram Is shown and 

explained. 

F. Some notes on the ~omporrent$ used are 

included. 

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS 

Consider a collection of data from a wav~torm 

in the form of quantized samples. That is to say, aach 

ona of a large number of samples has been classtf i•d 

into a voltage interval. The reference 2 demonstrates 

a manner in which these data wi I I give the mean square, 

or root mean square, value of the waveform. If the 

waveform is divided inn quantization levels, as shown 

in FI g u re I I "Quantized Sampling", page 6, the number 

of samples co I I ected in the two rth Ieve ts eitHer side 

of the zero level may be termed 
t

Cri. If v1nr I ~ th~ mid-

interval VO Itage for the .ttth interval, then the mean 
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square voltage, vn2 , .normal I zed te the voltage ef level 

n,, is 

v 2 = 
n 

Here, Is the total number of samples takenC0 

It may be cal led the "base count". If the number of 

samples Is very large, 

n 
Vn 2 ___.. """ ----... L p ,

l" 
v 2

ml" 

2"=1 
,

where pl" Is the probabll tty that the voltage Iles in 

the l"th Interval. 

Consider, now, a system of above,.. level sampl Ing, 

where the state of the voltage bel~g above level l" for 

the positive portion of the waveform, or below the 

negative l"th level for the negative portion, causes the 

gating of clock pulses, at p pulses/second, to a ceunt

lng register. This register then contain~ count Cl",, as 

shown In Figure I, page 6. Then, If another register 

counts C0 ,, the number of clock pulses occurring during 

the entire cycle of the waveform, the ratio of the two 

register contents approaches Pl" where pl" Is the 

probabll tty that the voltage Is above the l"th level. 

Thu$. 
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It I~ clear th.at 

and 

The normal I zed mid-Interval voltages are as 

fo I I ows: 

= 1/2nm0 

mi = 3/2n 

ml" = (2P+1 )/2n 

mn~l = (2n-1)/2n 

Equation (1) now becomes 

2 2 2 
+ + -~--Vn = (P,o-P1)(in) fp1-P2)(-fn) 

-- + (pp-Pr+l) (2r+1)2 + --
2n . 

2 
+ (pn-1 - Pn) (2~~1) 

Note that the nth levels are never crossed, anG that 

p-0 =1:1 tha.t Is to.say, the absolute voltage always 

•xceeds zero. Because the mid-Interval valtages are 

squared, volt~ge polarity contributes no Information 

and absolute values may be used. 

Now, co I I e ct I n g t e rm s I n p :1 

v 2n - 1 
4n2 

(1
l 

+ P1 (32 ~ 12) + ---

- +Pp [(2r+1J 2 - 2(r-1J 2J + -
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-- Pn-1 [!2n-1)B - (Bn.~)2]) 
:. vn2 • 4~2 (1 + 8 ~1 "P,.) 

:r•l 

n""l .... v 	2 = n 1 1 + L ~ 
4n2 	 ~ Co %'•1 

The Instrument constructed ts prJmarlly a dlgftal 

real lzatlon of the processes lm~I led Jn equation (2). 

This equation Is the basis of an extenslve error enalysls 
. 	 2

which has been performed .by F~ Deist and R. Kita I • 

The sources of error are def lned below. 
1The error due to some one cause ls, say, e • so 

v1that If the Instrument gives Jnstead of V,, 

1 1 e - v ... v 
v 

If 'e 1 Is sma I I, It can be shown that 

This .expression Is used extensively to det~rmlne 

the fol lowing errors. 

lil if~ e r re r d u e to th e u s e of n q u a n t I z at I on Ieve I s 

either side of the zero level. 

e!" 	 error due to the displacement of al I lev,ls 

from their true value by a constant 

normal I zed level error, l:::.E-. 
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e~, 	 error due to sampling a non-integral number 

of cycles of a periodic wave. This error 

does not occur in the instrument designed 

here, as preclsely one cycle of a periodic 

wave Is sampled. 

ep, 	 error due to the use of a clock pulse of 

finite rate and duration in systematic 

samp I i ng. 

e , 	 error due to finite switching times in 
8 

gatfng the clock pulse. This error does 

not 	occur in the design described here. 

e0 , 	 error due to finite sample size for random 

sampling. This error is not considered 

because systematic sampling is used, since 

it al lows the use of smaller sample groups. 

eT, 	 error due to finite sampling time for wh.ite 

noise. 

ew, error due to sampling pulse duration in 

random sampling. This error is not 

considered (see eN>. 

The expressions for the pertinent errors are 

given in Table I, page 11. The symbols are defined on 

page 12. These results are taken from Table 2 of the 

reference 2 • The normal wave Is a periodic waveform 

ha v i n g a no rm a I amp I i tu de prob ab i I i t y d i st r i but i on • 
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TABLE I - ERROR CHARACTERISTICS - GENERAL 
I 

Error 
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p 	 maz 

,_ 

Rectangular 
Wav~ 

+ 	 1 

t'(n-1 J 


mazimum 

(l+µJ 	i 

p 


Sine 
Wave 

- 0.41 
(n-1)1.5 

mazimum 

<! l!iE 

"' 
2(1+µ) 	i · 

p 
-

""" 

Triangular 
Wave 

•. 

1 

4n2 

mazimum 

3 AE 
2 

3 (l+pJ 	i 
p 

Normal White 
Wave Noise 

taken from Figure 	6 

2of the ref erence

<[~ AE] 1/2 
Vn 

L2 r1.+p.J i -

Yn p 


.,e Bpi 3µiJ'i _1 ~}ti µ!,p 	 avg p pp pvn P 
-

~'!:.. 1. 29 fer 99% 
~ 1/2 

eT 

[ (A!) T] confidence 
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where 

f = frequency of periodic waveform under measuremen~ 

I::.!= bandwidth for f I ltered white noise 

n =maximum number of levels avl!lllable on each side 

of the zero level 


p = sampl Ing Cclock-pulse) frequency 


~=mark/space ratio of clock pulses. 


Vn = 	:r.m.s. voltage under measurement, normal !zed to 

the voltage at the nth level 

AE =error volt·age In level position, normal lzed to Vn 

T = time of measurement for a whlte-nelse voltage 

Z • number of zero-crossings per second for white 

noise. 

Th Is comp 1. etes the .descr Ipt Ion of the mathemat

1ca I foundations of the process and the Instrument. 

ESSENTIAL REQUIREME~TS OF TKE INSTRUMENT 

The Instrument must be capable of providing 

Information lead Ing read! ly to Vn with an accuracy of 

1%, approximately. It· must be able to col lec.t al I 

necessary data In one cycle of a periodic Input. 

Examination of equation (8)~ page 9, shows that In 

Its least special lzed form, the Instrument must provide 

two Items of Information to the user~ 

I > a meesure of ~ :rC:r 


2) a measure of 
co 
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The remaining arithmetic is readily carried out 

by the user. Further, in certain control systems appl !

cations, a direct knowledge of ~pep is very valuable, 

since this quantity Is an approximate measure of the 

time integral of the voltage squared. A common and 

powerfu I index of contro I system performance Is 

I = JTe 2 dt 

Since 
0 

the machine is, In effect, a s'tatistical 

analyzer, and since counters and level discrimination 

apparatus must be provided, an output display of CP and 

C0 ~ after setting P manually, should be readily real lz

a b I e • T h u s , b y s e l e ct i n g e·a c h of t h e Ieve I s i n t u r n , 

the amplitude probability distribution can be determined 

in terms of n levels either side of the zero level. 

It fol lows th.at the instrument must have a min

imum output display of lpCp and C0 in a mean square 

mode of operation, and Cp and In a probabi I ity disC0 

tribution mode. 

WEIGHTED INPUT CONCEPT 

Us Ing the expressions in Tab I e I, it can be 

shown that sixteen quantization levels either side of 

the zero level are practical for the design criteria 

considered here. Sixteen Is a power of two, and al I 

numbers from zero to fifteen are possible states for a 
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four binary register, expressed In bl,nary code, without 

any redundancies. Figure 6 of the reference2 shews that 

fifteen levels wi 11 give en errers of 1% or less for Vn 

in the range 

Sixteen levels give maximu~.values of 0.0977% 

for a triangular wave, -0.707J for a sine wave, and 

+ 3.33% for a rectangular wave. 

Consider, now, the term ~:PCp . At first 

glance, this operation lmpl Jes counting the number of 

clock pulses that occur while the wave Is above each 

level, multlplylng by. the respective levels, and summing 

the results. One can consider, however, the contribution 

of any single sample tO~l'Cl'. If, for a given clo9k 

period, the Input waveform under mea$urement Is between, 

say, the ff fth and sixth levels, then this pulse 

contributes to C1, C2, c3, C4 and Cas wel I as C0 ).c6 

When this contribution to each of these levels Is 

multlpl led by the lev~I number in each c~se, that 

sample's contribution toLl'Cl' Is 1+2+3+4+6 • 16. 

In general, any given sampl Ing pu1$e must contribute to 

L !'Cl' the ,amount 

±q
q•l 

where 2' is the highest level that the Input exceeds at 

.., 

.1 
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the sampling instant. This ~mo~nt can be termed the 

"weighted Input" for the :rth level. Table II, page 15, 

shows the w~lghted inputs fer a 16 level system. 
i 

! From th Is It can be seen that ~:rCr can be 

rea I I z e d by dete rm I n I n g t he h I g hes t Ieve I exceeded at 

the sampl Ing f nstant, and adding the· b~nary weighted 

Input for th at Ieve I to the L:rc:r register, or 

accumulator register. Thi~ process occurs ·at every 

sampl Ing Instant. 

TABLE I I - WEIGHTED INPUTS 

Highest Level Exceeded Weighted Input 

Decimal Binary. Decimal BI nary 

0 - 0000 0 0 
l : 0001 l 1 
8 0010 3 11 
3 0011 ' 8 110 
4 0100 10 1010 
s 0101 lS 1111 
8 0110 81 10101 
7 0111 88 11100 
8 1000 38 100100 
9 1001 4S 101101 

10 1010 SS 110111 
11 1011 88 1000010 
18 11()0 78 1001110 
13 1101 91 1011011 
14 1110 lOS 1101001 
lS 1111 180 1111000 
18 nsve:r e:x:oesdsd - -

1 
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MULTIPLE TRIGGER ADDITION 

The previous sub-section establ I shes a need fer 

a method of binary addition which wi 11 increase the 

contents of the accumulator register by the weighted 

Input once each sampl Ing period. A very simple process 

for real !zing binary addition is given below. 
·~· ~ 

·,.......

If a number A., aval Iable In binary form, is 

to be a~ded to the content, B., of a bi.nary counter 

register, this can be accomplished by applying pulses· 

to the trigger Inputs of those register binaries whose 

weightings correspond to bits In A which have a value 

of one. The content of the register is then A+B. 

However, these Inputs must not Interfere with the normal 

binary counter function of the register. Furthermore, 
. 

the pulses must be appl led serially In time In order to 

avoid counter propogatlon dlff lculttes. 

For example, if It is wished to add 2S to the 

content of a regfster, a single pulse ts del lvered to 

24the fifth binary, weighted or 18., another, later, 

pulse to the fourth or eight-weighted binary, and a 

third pulse to the f lrst or unity-weighted binary. 

Thus the counter register content ts Increased by 

18+8+1 • 2S., which Is binary 11001. Thus the presence 

of a "one" In any given weighting position of the binary 

number to be added Indicates that the binary of the same 

weight In the register must be pulsed or comp I lmented. 
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The most slgnlf lcant bit to be added ls ~lways oper$ted 

on first, and the rest are taken In Grder, down to the 

least significant bit, which is added last. This is 

done to al low the effects of successive additions to 

propagate along the register without Interfering with 

subsequent additions. Figure 2, "Multiple Trigger 

Addition", on page 18, 11 lustrates the above example. 

This means of performing addition Is wet I sult~d 

to forming~.:rC.:r In the accumulator register by the 

weighted Input method. Each state of a four binary 

register containing sample level Information can be 

made to gate the appropriate serial timing' pulses to 

the accumulator register to add the weighted Input for 

each sample. The binary weighted Input column Jn 

Tab I e I I, page I5, shows that the h I ghest order 

accumulator register binary requiring a trigger addition 

Input ls the seventh. Using this method, only two 

registers are required for the generation ef~.:rC.:r• 
It ls not necessary to generate the weighted Input In a 

third, separate register, and the logic used for the 

actual addition process Is minimal.· 

BASIC SYSTEM 

On the basis of the foregoing sub-sections, It 

ls possibl• to describe the basic system. Taklng ~he 

fundamental sectiens In order, the requirement$ ara: 
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I) 	 a scaler which wfl I multiply the Input in 

analogue fashion by a factor which will 

a I I ow ut i I i zat ion of most of the ava i I ab I e 

levels without exceed·ing the s1xteenth. 

2) 	 f'ectlf ier to al low use of the fact that 

Input polarity Is redundant information 

level determination can be carried out over 

16 rather.than 32 levels. 

3) 	 a device for determination of the 14vel of 

each sample In the form of a four bit 

binary number. 

4) 	 dlgltal logic which wl 11 del Iver the ~ppro ... 

prlate pulses needed to add weighted tnp4ts 

to the accumulator register by the multiple 

trigger Input addition method, qnd one pulse 

each sampling period to a simple co~nter 

register holding the base count, C
0 

• 

5) accumulator and base count registers. 

6) a timing pulse generator to control the level 

determination and addition processes. 

The basic system Is shown In block diagram form 

In Figure 3, "Basic System Block Dfagram", on page 20. 

No 	 details of the control logic are Included at this 

point. 
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EQUIPMENT UTILIZED 

At this stage in the design process, a decision 

was made to use purchased logic modules, instead of 

designing and building the instrument from components. 

This decision played a major part in forming this thesis. 

The design problem became one of system design, and the 

characteristics of the particular modules used came to 

be of considerable importance. As this Is a design 

problem in essence, the behaviour of a particular module 

of a particular vendor becomes an Integral part of it. 

Thus, in contravention of the usual practice, modules 

wi 11 be referred to by the manufacturer's model designa

tion, fol lowed by a brief description, as in "W501 

Schmitt trigger", or "RI I I nor/nand gate", 

Most of the equipment used was supplied by 

Digital Equipment of Canada Limited CD.E.C.). Logic 

modules are of the R series which operate at frequencies 

up to 2MHz. D.E.C. modules are of the "card" type, 

using printed circuits and discrete components, and 

fitting into a rack of 64 eighteen-pin connectors. 

Logic levels are zero volts and -3 volts, with binaries 

triggering on a rising voltage. Power bus voltages are 

+10 volts ground and -15 volts. 

The principal pieces of equipment not supplied 

by D.E.C. are two operational amp I if iers by Data Device 
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Corporation, a Phi I lps pulse generator, the accumulator 

and base count registers which were made at Witwatersrand 

University on Veroboard, and certain manual switches and 

power supp Ii es. 



I I I RECTIFICATION 

The instrument gives information leading to the 

mean square value of the wav~form under measurement, 

thus the polarity of the lnp~t at any Instant Ii qf n9 

importance. Sixteen data quontization levels either 

side of the zero level are ~equire~, as shewn In 

section I I, so there a~ two approaches: 

I) employ 32 level ~etermination on a scaled 

waveform 

2) employ 16 level determination oo a 

rectif led, scaled waveform. 

This section wi I I explain the selection and 

realization of a rectifier circuit. It is presented 

under the fol lowing sub-sections: 

A. Reasons for the use of rectlf icatlon 

B. Sel.ectien of a rectif lcation method 

c. Speed requirements 

D. Inversion 

E. Rectifier control 

F. Development of the rectifier. 

REASONS FOR THE us~ OF RECTIFICATION 

The fol lowing sub-section shows why rectification 

was adopted. 

23. 
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The use of 32 quantization levels obviously 

requires twice as many "decision points" as a rectlf led• 

input, 16 .level system, and a .five !:>It level register 

is needed instead of a four l:>it register. Thu·s, as will 

be seen in the next section Con level determination>, 

measurement to equal accuracy requires one-quarter as 

much time again for level determination for the 32 level 

case. The nature of the analogue-to-digital cqnverter 

that performs level determination requires the use of 

straight binary code for level designation, with one 

extreme at zero volts and the other extreme one 

quantization level above -l·O volts. Level widths are 

thus halved for the 32 level case, and the attalnal:>le 

accuracy for the quantization process Is reduced by 

a factor of two. .. . 
The 32 level case.~tso requires the zero level 

of the Input to be off~et to -5 volts .In order to centre 

the waveform under measurement In the zero volt to -10 

volt range. The obi lgatory use of straight binary code 

el imlnates the posslbil ity of using a special code to 

slmpl ify the register input logic. If It Is desired to 

ol:>tain identical four bit expressions for the rth levels 

both above and below the zero level for a 32 level 

system, the requirements are not simple, Examine the 

expressions for the first three levels either side of 

the zero Ieve I • 
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DECIMAL NO. BINARY NO. LEVEL 


19 10011 
18 10010 3} above zero~1? 10001 
16 10000 Zero Level (offset -5V) 
15 
14 
13 

01111 
01110 
01101 

1~}.v) be Zow zero 

To have a level below zero show the last four 

bits in the same state as the corresponding level above 

zero, it is necessary, on noting a zero state of the 

first, 16-w~1ghted bit, to negate the last four bits and 

then increase the result by one, thus 

.15 = 01111 .... 0000 + 1 = 0001 = 1 

14 = 01110 ~ 0001 + 1 = 0010 = 2 

13 = 01101 ~ 0010 + 1 = 0011 = 3 

This process does not of fer any simple means of 

reducing the register input logic for the un-rectif ied 

case. 

It.is evident from the conditions stated above 

that rectification is desirable. 

SELECTION OF A RECTIFICATION METHOD 

In practice, conventional rectification methods 

Intended to transform some voltage V to -V volts 

actually give -V+v~, where~,-Eeis an error voltage. In 

the appl !cation at hand, creates an error equivalentv8 

to that resulting from displaced level voltages. Conven

tional diode rectification gives an error ve of 
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considerable size as a result of the barrier voltage 

effect alone. This fact, compounded by the fairly 

large, current-dependent fo~ward resistance of semi

conductor diodes, 1ndicates that conventional rectlf lers 

are not read! ly appl !cable. 

Standard methods being Inadequate, some advantage 

might be .taken of the extremely low Input frequencies 

Involved. Rectification can be considered as the 

selection of either the unaltered Instantaneous value 

of the Input, or Its analogue Inversion, depending upon 

Input polarity. In order to keep v
8 

smal I, rectifica

tion must be about zero volts .precisely. However, 

since no Input Is s~pplled to the accumulator.register 

for absolute Input voltages smalJer than the first 

quantization level, rectification need not be performed 

precisely!!. zero volts. Thus rectification may be 

accompl I shed by using a SPOT switch to select either 

the ·Unaltered or the Inverted Input, according to 

polarity. The prime vlrtije of this method ls that 

,nversion may.readily be carried o~t with good accuracy 

by the use of an eperatlonal amp I lfter. 

The effect of .a displacement of the Inverted 

portion of the wave due to a d.c. voltage drift at the 

Inverter output ef amount Ae rs equA·;valent to error ei 

where o~ly half of the levels are affected. Er~or e~ 

ltl defined previously results from a normal lzed constant
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level error ~E at~ levels. Thus, because the error 

is cumulative through the levels, the expression given 

2for ez in the reference can be halved for consideration 

of the rectifier offset on one-half of the waveform. 

Therefore, for this case, 

ez < 2 I.le 
;r 10 for a sine wave 

ez ( s Ae 
410 for a triangular wave 

112 
ez ( 1 [ 2 e ]

2 1\ 1 ov for a normal wave and 
white noise 

SPEED REQUIREMENTS 

The operation of the SPOT switch performing the 

selection function wi I I clearly have restrictions on its 

switching time. Switching must occur below the first 

level, in the region where no accumulator register 

inputs occur. if error from this source is to be avoided. 

For the system In question, there are 16 levels in 10 

volts, thus the "safe zone" is zero to 0.625 volts. For 

a 5Hz sine wave fi I I Ing the 16 levels exactly, the time 

required to rise from zero volts to the first level Is 

I .99 msec. -- switching must be performed in this period. 

The s~eed requirement could readily be met by an 

electronic switch, but this was rejected as too costly 

and unnecessarily fast and sophisticated for the 

appl icatlon. The requirements can also be met by reed 

relays at much lower cost. The mercury-wetted type of 
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reed re I ay can meet the requ I rements w-1 th absence of 

contact bounce, although It Is not generally as fast 

as a dry reed relay. 

For waveforms which pass through th~ reglo~ of 

the zero level more rapidly than a sine wave, some er~or 

In accumulator register content wl I I arise. This error 

wi 11 usually involve .the lower quantization levels, which 

have small weighted Inputs, thus.keeping the error" ~mall! 

The worst case is a rectangular wave where the errbr 1n 

Lrcp due to a rectifl.er switching time of TR -secerH.t• 1$ 

epR = ~~,, 

where f Is the rectangular wave frequency. For a SR• 

rectangular wave, and Tn equal to Z msec., the error Is 

1.0%. 

INVERSION 

Inversion can be accurately accompl I shed by an 

operational amplifier set for unity _gatn. If an 

accuracy In gain of I .O mv In 10 volts Is desired, ~ 

minimum forward loop gain 6f 80 dB Is required. 

Low output voltage drift Is required of the 

amp I lfler, since such drift appears as a level displace

ment. Frequency response Is not a problem at the 

frequencies Involved~ 

http:rectifl.er
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Carefully regulated supply voltages are not 

available from elsewhere in the system, so a separate 

power supply is required for the inverter. The unit 

selected was a Data Device Corporation <D.D.C.) module 

C-1818. This ls a card-mounted module containing two 

high-stabi I ity, low drift, sol id state, differential 

operational amp I lf iers of 85 dB gain, complete with 

power supplies. Specifications are given in the Appen

d ix , pages 8 5 to 8 6 • The u n i t i s compact, phys i ca I I y 

rugged and completely short-circuit protected. Cost 

ls reasonable. Two amplifiers were installed to allow 

later construction of a scaler, although the scaler 

was not included in this.project. 

Inversion was realized with one of the above

mentioned amp I ifiers, using 1.0 megohm feedback and 

Input resistors. 

RECTIFIER CONTROL 

The reed relay must be made to change state with 

changes in the polarity of the input voltage. It can, 

therefore, be control led by a comparator with a reference 

voltage of zero. 

The principal vendor, O.E.C.; offers two models 

of comparator. The A502 comparator is a· sensitive unit 

of I .o mvolt resolution and a maximum of 5.0 mvolt common 

mode error throughout its range. It can accommodate 
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inputs from zero to -10 volts. The W520 comparator is 

much less sensi.tive, consisting simply of a four-

transistor differential amplifier. In one of the two 

stable states which it exhibits, the W520 comparator 

input circuit, when floating, is effectively a +10 volt 

source in series with 10 ki I ohms. This is an inconvenient 

feature, as wi 11 be shown later. The unit can, however, 

operate on input voltages of 10 volts swing of either 

polarity. 

An effort was made to use the more sensitive 

comparator, A502, at the output of the relay. Here it 

would be subject only to negative voltages, the waveform 

being negatively rectified at that point: thus it would 

operate by changing the state of the relay wh,never the 

rectifier output started to cr~ss the zero level. This 
\'... 

configuration was abandoned because, in such a system, 

the comparator has no knowledge of Input polarity, and 

merely notes zero-crossings. Thus It could get "out 

of step", and perform positive rectification. The 

comparator must be connected at the input of the recti

tier, therefore the W520 comparator must be used, In 

spite of Its shortcomings. 

A further requirement of the rectifier section 

Is the ab! I lty to deliver only the positive or only the 

negative portion of the waveform under measurement, at 

the ope rato r 1 s ch o i c e • Th i s wI I I a I I ow de term i n at i on of 
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the amplitude probabl I lty distribution of either portlo11 

of the Input, Independently. A block diagram of the 

rectifier, with this feature lncorperated, ls shown 

i n F I g u re 4 , " Rec t i f I e r - S I mp I e 8 I o c k ~ Di1 i!i gr: crm '~ , on 

page 32. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RECTIFIER 

The f o l I ow I n g s u b sect I d n,· des c r i bes the e v p l u t l on 

of the final circuit configuration for the rectifier. 

As explained previously, when th~ comparator 

Is placed in the location shown In Flg4re 4, pa~e 32, 

the use of the W520 comparator/differential amplifier 

ls obi lgatory. In order to obtain a true two state 

out~ut, a W501 Schmitt trigger Js placed at the output 

of the W520 comparator. The W501 Schmitt trigger haj 

internal voltage dividers to give state changes ~t 
;1 I';"! 

input levels of -0.8 volts .and -2.2 volts. Jts output 

rise times are compatible with .the R-~eries lo~lc ~~dul~s. 

The rectlfie~ circ~lt as It was flr~t constr~cted 

used a W800 relay module. This consists of twd SPSl dry 

reed relays, complete with drivers. ·Both relays were :: 
'• 

used, one being driven directly from the output pf th~ 

W501 Schmitt trigger anc:I t~~ other from the logi-cal 

Inversion of that output. Figure 5, "Rectlf ler Circuit 

Not Useable", page 33, shows the circuit. 
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This circuit was rejected because there ls no 

simple way of making the relay pair operate in a break

before-make fashion. When a change of state occurs, 

field collapse in the initially closed relay takes longer 

to occur than the closing of the initially open relay. 

Thus, for a fraction of a mi 11 !second, both sets of 

contacts are closed, and both the unaltered and the 

inverted versions of the input voltage are connected to 

the output simultaneously. This leads to large transient 

output fluctuations. This problem was overcome by using 

a break-before-make, SPOT, mercury-wetted reed relay, 

model HGSM5009, manufactured by C.P. Clare of Canada Ltd. 

(see Appendix, page 87, for ful I specifications). The 

mercury-wetted relay exhibits no contact bounce. It is 

driven from a W050 30 ma driv~r connected at the Schmitt 

trigger output. 

Rectlf ler operation was observed with the input 

derived from the second operational amp I ifier, since 

this wi 11 become part of the scaler In a completed 

instrument. A short burst of high frequency oscl I lation 

appeared at the output at the point where the W520 

comparator changes state. This was found to result from 

Inductive pick-up from the W050 driver output, which 

exhibited damped osci I lat ion of considerable magnitude 

when a change of state occurred. Induced fluctuations 

resulting from this appeared at the rectlf ler input and 



caused spurious state changes In the comparator ~nd 

Schmitt trigger. Tw~ measures· were Introduce~ to 

al levlate this problem: 

I> 	 the W050 driver outp~t w~s shunte~ to 

gr~und with a I .o mfd capacitor to 

remov~ much of the os~I I latlon at Its 

source. 

2> 	 a slmpl• RC filter was placed at the outp~t · 

ef the W520 comparator. This lo~·pass fl lter 

has a time constant of o.~6-msec, and ~l~ws 

the actlen of the rectlf ler sl lghtly, but It 

serves to Jrevent short-du~atlon state 

changes ~f the cQmpar.ater from altering the 

state of the Schmitt trlgg~r, thus el lmlnat

lng the affect of.narrow spikes ,t the 

comparator Input. The time constant was 

chosen experlmentol ly. 

Another transient dlsturbanee occurs at the 

closing of the relay contacts •. It ls of very short 

d1o1ratlon. Its amp I ltude Is neg I lglble for ~rrl·ill I output 

loads, but Increases wltb Increasing lead. This.trans~ 

lent Is probably due to Induced noise fro~ ~eley switch

ing under load. The present load of two A502 comparators 

each drawing a maximum. of 1.0 µa, makes the transient 

very smell Indeed. 
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A desired feature of the instrument is a warning 

I ight display which notifies the user when the sixteenth 

level has been crossed. This is accomplished by examin

ing the rectifier output with a comparator having a -LO 

volt reference input. If the si.xteenth level is exceeded;, 

the comparator changes state, setting a binary whose 

state is displayed by an indicator I ight. The binary 

remains in the set condition unti I manually reset. It 

wou.ld be preferable to use an inexpensive W520 comparator 

for this purpose, since high accuracy is not essential. 

However, the previousl.y mentioned input characteristic 

of the W520 comparator, where the floating input circuit 

is effectively a +10 volt source in series with 10 

kl Iohms, defeats such an application. During the brief 

"open" period of the relay state change (between breaking 

one contact and making the other), the rectifier output 

exhibits a +10 volt spike. This excursion can be reduced 

by loading the rectlf ler, but at the sacrifice discussed 

in the previous paragraph. To avoid these problems, an 

A502 comparator is used for this function, as its Input 

circuit does not exhibit this undesirable characteristic. 

The W520 comparator changes state at about +O. 15 

or +0.20 volts above the reference input. ln·order to 

straddle the zero level nearly symmetrically, a voltage 

divider Is used to provide a reference input of ~o. 17 

volts. 
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The final circuit for the rectifier and sixteenth 

level crossing detection is shown in Figure 6, "Rectifier", 

on page 38. In this figure and elsewhere .the locations 

of connecting pins are shown in the circuit diagrams in 

the manner designated below. 

IOA 
s D 

VI07 
T E 

A) 	 VI07 inside the module block symbol gives 

its model number. The manufacturer is 

O.E.C. unless otherwise noted. 

8) 	 IOA adjacent to the symbol gives its 

location in the rack. A desig~ates the 

top row and B the bottom, with locations 

numbering left to right. Thus AIO is the 

tenth location from the left in the upper 

row. 

C) 	 D, E, S, T beside the connecting I ines are 

the identifying letters of the connecting 

pins. 

Note that m~ny modules contain more than one 

unit. Al I units on the same module card are similar. 
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IV LEVEL DETERMINATION 

After rectification has been performed, the 

jnput waveform under measurement is subject to a 

determination of the nighest level exceeded at each 

sampling instant. If the number of this level is to 

be made ava i I ab I e as the contents of a four bi nary 

register, it can readily be appreciated that level 

determination is actually analogue-to-digital 

conversion. 

The principal supplier, D.E.C., has developed 

several methods of analogue-to-digital conversion 

which are readily realizable using D.E.C. modules, 

and these are described in the D.E.C. "Digital Logic 

Handbook". In a 11 cases, these methods involve 

formation of quantized analogue voltages corresponding 

to the digital states, and comparison of these with 

the incoming analogue signal. The principal variations 

of this technique wi 11 be discussed in the fol lowing 

order: 

I. Simultaneous conversion 

2. Counter conversion 

3. Continuous conversion 

4. Successive approximation conversion 

39. 
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These techniques wi 11 be evaluated, a selection 

made, ;;ind the detailed design and its error character

istics described. 

SIMULTANEOUS CONVERSION 

For simultaneous conversion, each quantization 

level is formed in a voltage divider network, and each 

is app I ied as a reference input to a separate compara

tor. The second input to al I comparators is the 

ant;ilogue input. Binary logic ct;in then be applied to 

the comparator outputs to determine the number of the 

highest level exceeded. The form of.the output is 

we I I s u l t e d to use · i n conj u n ct i on w i th a · cl i ode mat r i x 

for the formation of the weighted input. 

This method is conceptually simpl~ and very fast, 

with state change times involving only comparator and 

logic switching speeds. However, as the number of 

levels increases, it soon comes to require so many 

comparators that cost, and the number of critical 

adjustments required.become probibitive. 

COUNTER CONVERSION 

Counter conversion uses a binary counter register, 

driven by a clock pulse generator, that counts upwt;irds 

from zero during each conversion. The state of this 

counter is continuously converted to an ~nalogue 
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voltage by a digital-ta-analogue convertef. The output 

of the converter is compared with the analogue Input, 

and when it exceeds the input, the comparator halts the 

count at that point. This procedure gives the lowest 

unattained level as an output, Instead of the desired 

highest attained level, and makes the exceeding of the 

f lfteenth level undetectable with a four binary c9unter 

register. These disadvantages can be overcome by 

starting ?t the flftee~th level and counting down. A 

dfsadvantage that cannot be overcome is the time 

required for accurate conversion. Time must be al lowed 

for f lfteen possible state changes and comparison~, and 

sett I ing times must be provided for the digital-to

analogue converter and th& comparator if accuracy is 

to be maintained. 

CONTINUOUS CONVERSION 

Th~ continuous converter holds the digital 

equivalent of the analogue input in an up-down counter 

register. A dlgltal-te-analogue converter converts the 

state of this register, and the result ls compared with 

the Input. When the comparator detects a difference 

excee<:ling certain I lmits, it gates a clock pulse to 

drive t~e register In the correct direction to reduce 

the difference. For slowly varying waveforms, the 
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converter fol lows the analogue Input closely and contin

uously. Any deviation Is corrected at the next avai Iable 

clock pulse. 

Usually, the convert.ed quantization levels are 

set at the mid-Interval values, and the comparator 

hysteresis is set for state changes one Interval apart, 

centred about the reference input. In the application 

in question, the levels are widely separated (each 

interval being 0.625 volts wide), and both mid-interval 

reference levels and a 0.625 volt comparator hysteresis 

cannot be readily realized with D.E.C. equipment. 

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION CONVERSION 

Conversion by successvie approximation is 

realized by a series of decisions on approximations 

that converge rapidly on the correct digital state. 

For the 16 level case, the first approximation is the 

eighth level (i.e. state 1000). The analogue conversion 

of this state is compared with the Input, and If It 

exceeds the Input, the eight-weighted bit is reset to 

zero. If the approximation is too small, the bit 

remains a "one". The register now contains either 

1000 or 0000. Next the four-weighted bit is set to 

"one", giving an approximation of either four (0100) 

or twelve (1100), depending on the first decision. A 

second decision, slml lar to the first, is then performed 

http:convert.ed
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on this approximation. This cycle is repeated for a 

number of decisJons equal to the number of bits in the 

level register. Figure 7, "State Diagram for Successive 

Approximation Conversion", page 44, shows the state 

diagram for the 16 level case. The numbers in the 

"states" (circles) are the levels about which the 

decision~ are made, and the numbers over the leaders 

show the final states of the binaries involved. 

Successive approximation conversion is moderately 

fast and inexpensive. It requires the generation of 

control pulses, which are also required by the addition 

functions of the accumulator and base count registers. 

Thus a single timing pulse generator Is used to control 

both conversion and addition, performing them serially 

in time, once each sampling period. Conversion requires 

eight timing pulses (one to set and one for the decision 

for each bit), addition to the accumulator register 

requires seven pulses, and addition to the base count 

register requires one pulse, for a total of 16 timlng 

pulses in each sampling period. The display registers 

to be used have an upper frequency I imit of about 

320 kHz for rellable operation, thus the timing pulses 

can be spaced 3.125 )JSec. apart. This al lows conversion 

in 25 JJSec., for a SC:lmp Ii ng rate of 20 kHz. The 

conversian equipment is capable of operating at 
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speeds up to about 1.5 usec. per bit, so that ~he 6.25 

usec./bit al lowed gives very generous sett I ing times. 

A sampl.ing rate of 20 khz leads to very small 

error, ep, due to the use of finite clock pulse rate 

and duration. For example, for a 5 Hz input frequency, 

taking the maximum possible mark/space rat low p, which 

ls I .o, the results are 

e max - (l+p)i = 0.05% 
p p 

for a rectangular wave, 

e 
p 

max = 2 ( 1 +y.) l = o. 1 % 
p 

for a sine wave, and 

ep max = 3(1+rJt -0.15% 
p 

for a triangular wave. For the average error values in 

the above cases, U+u)r is rep Iaced by u,
1 

and e p avg 

cannot exceed 0.025%, 0.05%,-~~nd 0.075% respectively. 

A comparison of the conversion techniques 

discussed is given in Table Ill, page 46. Serial opera

tion on conversion and addition is to be uti I ized because 

it avoids the provision of a storage register for level 

I n format I on , end because I t i s w i th i n the speed cap ab i I 

ities of the equipment when operating at a desirable 

samp I i ng rate. 
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TABLE f 11 - COMPARISON Of CONV£RSJON TECHNIQUES 

Canversion 
Method -

.Zest - approx. 
CO~E.C. Units) 

Adjustments Speed Comments 
. 

S imtd taneous $2,000 numE'frau s . 
-

very f a$t Too expensive - J arge 
number of <ritical 
adjustments 

Counter. $580 few 100 usec Too s~ew Cat 6.25 -Usec/ 
Ieve I} 

Cont ~f uous $550 few very fast Not accurately 
-rea.J i zab re . 

... 
~-~successive 

Approximation 
$600 

-

I 

f e-w 25 usec 
(at 6.25 
usec/bit) 

Most suitable for thl~ 
ap.p l i cat i on 

.i::. 
0\. 
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Accuracy of conversion is similar for al I tech

niques. On the basis of the foregoing analysis, succes

sive approximation conversion is chosen for this 

application. 

REALIZATION 

The circuit for the level determination section 

Is shown in Figure 8, "Level Determination Section", 

page 48. The ti are the control I ing timing pulses. 

The sequence of operation is as fo I I ows: 

tl - set b Ina ry A, reset binaries B, c, and D. 


t2 - reset binary A i f required. 


tg - set binary B. 


t4 - reset binary 8 i f required. 


ts .. set b Ina ry c. 


t6 - reset binary c l f required. 


set binary D.t? 
ta - reset b Ina ry D l f required. 

to - timing pulses for addition.t 9 t 16 

In the reference 2 , the CP counts are considered 

to be created by gating clock pulses of mark/space ratio 

f and frequency p. Error due to the f lnlte pulse width 

and the finite number of samples, ep,. ls, for al I 

waveforms considered, a function of p. The conversion 

technique adopted possesses a characteristic described 

as "aperture time" which ls analogous to pulse duration. 
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Aperture tlm~ Is the p~rlpd from th• f lrst to the last 

decision in <l:Qnversion •. This perLed covers, in this 

case, sev•n pu.lses In sixteen, or 21~875 ysac. at 

32() kHz •. 

The erro~ ep Is a fun~tion pf~ b~cause If the 

~l0¢k pulse leading edge ls taken as' the desired sampl Ing 

instant, It ts possible tpr a cQunt tQ be attrtbut~d 

incol"rectly to a given level If the pulse ts gated after 

its leading e~ge but before Its traltfng edge occurs. 

An analogou~ error arises from aperture·tlme when a 

level change occurs d~rlng conversion, making it possfbl• 

for a wrongly weighted input to be entered. Thus In a 

worst case expre~slon for ep~ If the analogue-to~dlgital 

qqnverter tlmin~ p4lse rate Is fixed at 320 kHz, µ ls 

replaced by (21.B'lc ~ 1(J- 6 Jp• If· the tlmln~ pulse rate 

is proportional to sampl Ing rate, ~ Is re~laced by 

0.4375. Thfs.aspect af the Instrument Is developed 

further in the.next section, where the timing pulse 

gen~rat<i>~.:deslgn is discussed. 

~nether form of error resulting from the 

~onverter is level dl~placement error, ez· This can 

be seen to be small fro~ the fol lowing~ The comparator 

has a resolution of I .o mvolt and a common mode error 

of 5,0 myolts maximum. The. dlgltal~to~anatogue 

converter has a measured maxlmMm error of 5 mvolts~ 

This lea.d.$ to a maxlm1Jm possible error 9f 11 mvolts ~n 
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level position. lf_thjs magnitude of error e~t~ted fer 

-a I I levels the resujts would 
\ 

be 

for a sine wave.,. and 

for a triangular wave~ due to the converter. 

The reference 2 also.considers an error e 8 

resulting from ~ switching time of for the compar~torT8 

and gate which admit tr• pulses tp the register. This 

error qoes not e~lst for the conversion method used 

because Input logic settings are completed befor~ the 

weighted Input ls added. to th• acc~mul~tor re&lster. 

. ,· 
MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY 


McMASTER UNIVERSITY. 




V COUNTER INPUT LOGIC 

Digital logic networks are utilized to transfer 

weighted input information from the level register to the 

multiple trigger addition inputs of the accumulator. 

These networks can be real !zed with conventional NOR 

gates alone, or by a combination of gates and a diode 

matrix. Where level information is avai Iable as a 

unique state of one of sixteen outputs, as can be readily 

realized from simultaneous conversion, the diode matrix 

offers considerable economies. in logic. However, with 

successive approximation conversion, where level informa

tion is the form of the state of a four binary register, 

logic requirements are similar for both diode matrix and 

NOR gate designs. In order to maintain a compatible 

system using D.E.C. modules wherever possible, the NOR 

gate realization was used. This section discusses the. 

logic functions required, timing pulse~generatlon, and 

the modification of the accumulator and count do~n 

registers to allow their use in this design. 

LOGIC FUNCTION 

Vietch-Karnaugh maps for each of the seven multi

ple trigger addltion inputs were generated from a table 

similar to Table II, page 15. The inputs are the 

5 I • 
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functions Gi, numbering, in order, from to G7 , whereG1 

is the least significant binary Input. The table andG1 

maps are shown in Figure 9, "Counter Input Logic Maps", 

on page 53. The possibi I ity of simpl lfying the maps by 

making smal I changes in the expressions was investigated .. 

The errors created by the alterations were not excessive 

for fam i Ii ar waveforms sea Ied to f i I I the Ieve Is. How

ever, if the instrument is to be u.sed for Irregular 

waveforms that could have high amp I itude probabi I ity in 

the altered intervals, the altera~ions cannot be used -

they severely compromise the generality of the instrument. 

Given a Veitch-Karnaugh map, there are two obvious 

ways to obtain the minimal second order NOR expression: 

I) 	 Using the map in the convent!onal fashion, 

write the minimal sum of products expression. 

Then convert the AND terms to NOR terms by 

use of DeMorgan's theorem. This gives the 

desired expression at the output of an OR 

gate. 

2) 	 Using a map of the complements, write the 

minimal sum of products expression. Then 

use DeMorgan's theorem to obtain the product 

terms as NOR terms, and complement the entire 

expression. Here the function is realized 

entirely with NOR gates. 
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For example, by ~ethod I 

A t 
~·r-'----

BC + ABC
T = =iEEff]. 

c c c 

-· ...............• T = B+C + A+B+C 

by method 2 

A A 

= AB + Ac + BC + BC-

T = 1 . 1BB rfG.f.l 
c c 'C 

• , T = A+B + A+C + B+C + B+C 

In this application, it is necessary to use each 

function to gate a timing pulse. Thus we need, using 

the exam~le above 

G = Tt 

where t is~the timlng pulse. UsJng method I, this is 

somewhat comp I Icated in NOR Iog i c 

G = T~ = T+t 
&;;!~~~~~= 

•• G = B+C + A+B+C + t 

However, using method 2, the timing pulse can be incorp

orated directly into the final NOR gate. 

G = T+t = A+B + A+C + B+C + B+C + t 
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For the gate functions G
1 

to G7, only one function, 

G5 , can be realized with fewer gates by method I than by 

method 2. However, since two of the terms derived using 

method 2 are also required for other expressions, and 

can be shared, the method 2 result is used for G5 also. 

The final expressions are as fol lows: 

= C+D + C+D +Gl t15 

==-== C+B + C+B +G2 = t14 

-WWW WWW m m rm rm 

G3 = A+B+C + A+C+D + A+B+D + A+C+D + A+B+C + .. 

A+B+D + t 
13 

m = A+B + A+C+D + B+D + A+B+C +G4 t 12 

= A+B + A+C + C+D + B+D + A+B+D +G5 t 11 

GB = A + B+C + B+C+D + t 1b 

G? = A + B+C + B+D + t9 

Note that C+D i s common to G1 and G5, B+C is 

common to G2 and G7, and A+B is common to G4 and G5. 

The schematic representation of the logic l s shown i n 

Figure 10, "Counter Input Logic", page 56. When a NOR 

gate on an RI 11 module Is required to assimilate more 

than two inputs, the diode cards ROOI and R002 are used. 

Connections to diode cards are not shown in the diagrams. 
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TIMING PULSE GENERATION 

The timing pulses are formed by counting down 

from a 320 kHz pulse of 0.5 mark/space ratio with a four 

bit counter register. Two binary-to-octal decoders (Rl51) 

are used to obtain sixteen separate timing pulse outputs. 

To eliminate spikes in the binary-to-octal decoder outputs 

due to transient digital states occurring during count 

propagation, the "enable" inputs of the decoders are· 

derived from two modified RI I I NOR gates. One input to 

each of these gates is the 320 kHz pulse which drives the 

register, and both gates have a 62 pfd capacitor between 

the "node" input and ground. This serves to create a 

200 nsec delay in gate output rise. Thus the outputs 

of the decoders are dependent on the 320 kHz pulse, 

and the rise of the "enab Ie" Inputs of the decoders is 

delayed untl r count propogatlon is complete. 

The timing pulse clock Is an R401 variable clock 

pulse generator which is set to 640 kHz. This unit 

delivers only pulses of 100 nsec duration, thus It Is 

used to drive an R202 binary whose output Is the 320 kHz 

desired. The 320 kHz pulse is "enabled" for a period of 

sixteen timing pulses once each cycle of the master clock 

generator (Phi I ips PM5720), which operates at the sampling 

frequency. Thus, once each sampling period, sixteen 

consecutive timing pulses are delivered at 320 kHz. 
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The tlml~g pulse gener•tor circuit I~ shewn in Figure I~, 

"Timing Puls~ Generator", page 59. 

A pr0posal to make the timing pulse frequency 

sixteen times, the sampl Ing rate, anc:l thus eliminate 

a clock p~lse generator, was rejectec:l ~ecause it gives 

an aperture-tlme/sampl lng-perloc:l rqtfo ft, of 0.4375. 

This ls. sa·tlsfactory for periodic waveforms, but for 

non-perloc:llc .Inputs, speclflcal .. IY lew-pqss fi lterec:l 

white .noise, the errer c:lu~ to th.e use ef a finite 

sampl Ing pulse rate anc:l c:luratlqn, e '·,P' is excessive for 

µ.of 0,4"37~, lh .thl·~s case. 

ep • It!. 
p 

From the reference 2 ~ Z, the number of zero

crossings.per second for .white noise thr:ough an ic:leal 

low-pass fl lter of ,cut off frequency fb Is 

z - ~ fb 
fl 

For non-periodic wavefo~ms, p Is set by Nyqulst¥s 

sampl Ing, theorem at .2fb.6 ·lb being the highest fr.equency 

present In the .waveform. Now ..ff ·f"- ls. 0.4375 and fb is 

5 Hz, ep • 25.1%. Cbpsld~r, now, the case at hand. 

Aperture time ls flxec:l at .21.37.5 usec., thus ,as shown 

before 

With th.ls provision, for the e~ample cited above, 

ep· be.comes O. O i 2·3%. 
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REGISTER MODIFICATIONS 


The accumulator and base count registers used 

were taken from an earl fer version of the instrument. 

Additional trigger inputs to the first eight binaries 

of the accumulator register are necessary in order to 

implement multiple trigger addition and an input required 

for the probabi I ity distribution mode of operation. 

Each input logic gate pulse is differentiated by an 

RC circuit and then applied to the bases of the transis

tors (of the Eccles-Jordan binaries> through two diodes 

of type IN34A or type OC85. The additional trigger 

circuitry is similar to the original trigger circuits 

of the registers. Leads from the input logic to the 

register inputs must be shielded to prevent cross-talk. 

The circuit for a typical single modified binary unit 

is shown in Figure 12, "Binary Unit Circuit", on page 61. 

The nine most significant bits for both accumu

lator and base count registers are displayed at the top 

29front panel of the instrument. Since is 512, the 

read-out resolution is about 0.2%. The accumulator 

register is provided with a manual shift facility to 

al low nine significant bits to be displayed, even if 

the register: content is sma I I. The read-out registers 

were originally shift registers only, but modifications 

were made, adding a count faci I ity. 
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It has been shown In the reference2 that for 

1.0% error due to a finite sampl Ing time, ep, white 

noise measurements require a base count of 3.4 x 104 . 

This leads to an accumulator register count of 6.53 x 10 5 

for Vn = 1/2.48, the largest acceptable value. Thus, 

using binary registers, the accumulator register must 

be twenty binaries in length, and the base count register 

must have sixteen binaries. When the most significant 

bit of the base count register changes to a "one", the 

register content Is 32,568, which Is a reasonable 

approximation of the 34,000 required. 

A possible Improvement In the instrument would 

be the use of decimal counters for the accumulator and 

base count registers, giving direct decimal read-out. 

The accumulator register contents could be comp I led using 

a decimal version of the weighted input and addition 

concepts. A design proposal for the input logic for 

such an accumulator register is presented in the Appendix, 

page 88. 



VI CONTROL LOGIC 

In the foregoing sections of this thesis, the 

principal portions of the instrument have been developed. 

This section wi 11 develop the control logic which is 

necessary to a I I ow the Instrument to operate on a wave

form of 10 volt maximum excursion. 

There are two modes of operation to consider, 

on two basic forms of input waveform to be measured. 

The device can del Iver information leading to the mean 

square value of the input in the ':'mean square mode", or 

to the approximate amp I itude probabi I ity distribution 

of the input, in terms of sixteen levels either side of 

the zero level, in what is termed the "probabi I ity 

distribution mode". The two forms of Input are periodic 

and non-periodic (ce)lleq "noise" on the control labels 

of the Instrument, for the sake of compactness), each 

requiring a different means of beginning and ending the
• 

sampl Ing process. 

•.The mean square mode comp! les Lrcr in the 

upper display register by means of the level determination 

section, input logic and register trigger inputs described 

previously. In the probabi I ity di.stributlon mode, a level 

is selected by means of a rotary switch which grounds the 

appropriate outputs of the level register to hold it in 

63. 
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the binary state corresponding to the level indicated. 

The polarity of the level is selected by setting the 

rectifier control switch described in section 111 to 

obtain the desired portion of the input waveform. 

Setting the mode switch to "PROB. DIST." then causes 

the base count to appear, as usual, in the lower display 

register, and Cp, the count for the time the input spends 

beyond the selected level, is compiled in the accumulator 

register with the same bit weighting in the display as 

in the base, count register display. 

The mode switch accomplishes the fol lowing when 

turned from "MEAN SQUARE" to "PROB. DIST." 

I) 	 The output of the master clock pulse gener

ator is removed from the timing pulse gen

e rat ri on c i r c u i t a n d a p p I i e d to two N 0 R 

gates, one of which is connected to the 

trigger input of the eighth, or 128-weighted 

binary of the accumulator register, the 

other being arranged to drive the register.C0 

Both of these gates are also provided with 

inputs from t,he binary which controls sampling. 

<1> The C register input is removed from the
0 

sixteenth timing pulse output of the timing 

pulse generator and transferred to the output 

of the latter NOR gate mentioned above. 
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3) 	 The level determination comparator output is 

diverted from the level determination logic 

to the former of the NOR gates mentioned 

above. Thus the accumulator register is 

provided with clock pulses when the input 

exceeds the analogue equivalent of the 

selected level. Logic inversion of the 

comparator output is necessary for this 

function. 

The CP count is applied to the eighth binary of 

the accumulator register because in this way equal 

weighting in both display sections is achieved. 

The duration of the sampling process is control led 

as fo I I ows. Upon depressing the "START" switch moment

ari ly, the timing pulses to the level determination 
.,.;; . ....,....(' 

sec t i on b e g i n , b u t t h e r-e g i st e r i n p u t,i1: p u I s e s a re I n h i b 

ited. If the instrument is set for .a periodic waveform, 
·~ ··~· 

sampling begins with the first negative-going zero cross

ing of th~ Input after.operation of the "START" switch, 

and ends with the second such crossing. Thus for a 

waveform with two zero-crossings per cycle, one cycle, 

the minimum data-gathering period, is sampled. The 

zero crossings are identified by the change of state of 

a Schmitt trigger.whose Input is derived from an emitter 

fol lower at the output of the scaler. The thresholds 

of this Schmitt trigger are zero and -2.2 ~olts, the 

•.• 
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critical change of state being related to the zero volt 

threshold. The thresholds .are obi iged to be widely 

separated to al low the hysteresis characteristic to 

prevent noise in the waveform from creating undesired, 

erroneous changes in the module's output. 

When the instrument is set for a non-perio9ic 

input, it i$ necessary to momentarily depress the "NOISE 

START" switch. in order to begin the data-collection. 

Samp Ii ng ceases on the change of state of the most 

significant binary of the C
0 

register. Thus the period 

of samp Ii ng is contro I I ed by the number of samp I es 

taken. This is in accordanc~ with the reference 2 , which 

shows a sample size of 3.4 x 104 samples required for an 

error due to finite sampling time, ep, of 1.0% for 

measurements on low-pass filtered white noise. 

A system block diagram showing the control logic 

in detai I i$ given in Figure 13, "System Diagram Showing 

Control Logic", pages 67 and 68. Figure 14, "States of 

Control Binaries During Sampling", page 69, shows the 

states assumed by the control binaries during 

A) a periodic input sampling procedure 

8) a non-periodic input sampling procedure. 

The sequence of events in gathering data, in 

either mode, from a periodic input, Is as fol lows: 

I. The operator turns on the power switches, 
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and 	makes the Input connections. The desired 

mode is selected and the "NOISE/PERIODIC" 

switch is set to "PERIODLC". The "LEVEL 

SELECTOR" switch is set to the desired level 

num.ber for the probability distribution mode, 

or 	 In any of the blank positions If the mean 

square mode Is In use. The "RECTIFIER 

CONTROL" Is set for the portion of the .wave

form to be examined. The master clock pulse 

generator is set to an appropriate sampling 

frequency, conveniently 4,000 times the 

input frequency. 

2. 	 The "START" switch Is depressed momentarl ly, 

clearing the accumulator and base count 

registers and control binary Z, and setting 

control binaries X and Y. The clearlng of 

binary Z enables timing pulses to be 

delivered to the level determination section, 

and this section commences operation. The 

set condition of binary Y "opens" the NOR 

gate at the trigger Inputs of binary X to 

a I I ow the 9ate to pass changes of state of 

the sampl Ing control Schmitt trigger (des

cribed previously) to those inputs. 
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3. 	 The f I rst change of state of the samp I i ng 

control Schmitt trigger which produces a 

rise in the NOR gate output causes binary X 

to be cleared, and sampling starts as the 

register input timing pulses are "enabled". 

The cleared condition of X turns on the 

"SAMPLING" indicator I ight. 

4. 	 The second rise at the output of the NOR 

gate, occurring two input zero-crossings 

later, complements binary X, setting it and 

ending data-collection. The change of state 

of X clears Y, thus preventing the NOR gate 

from changing state again <which would re

start sampling), and sets Z, halting the 

level determination process. 

5. 	 If necessary, the "SH I FT" switch is operated 

a sufficient number of times to give nine 

significant bits in the display of the 

accumulator register contents, the adjust

ment in bit weighting being noted. The 

register contents may then be read and 

converted to decimal code, and the arithmetic 

required to obtain the desired information 

may be performed. 
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For a non-periodic Input, the sequence of events 

is as fol lows. 

I. 	 The settings made are as described above for 

a period l.c input, except that the "NO I SE/ 

PERIODIC" switch is set to "NOISE". This 

transfers binary X's trigger input from the 

NOR gate output to the output of a Schmitt 

trigger driven by the most significant 

binary of the C register.
0 

2. 	 The "START" switch is operated, accompl lshlng 

the operations described above for periodic 

inputs. 

3. 	 As no connection now exists between the 

sampling control Schmitt trigger and binary 

X, sampling is started by momentarily depres

sing the "NOISE START" switch. This supplies 

a rise in voltage to the trigger inputs of 

binary X, in I ieu of the NOR gate output. 

4. 	 The change of state of the most sign.ificant 

binary of the C0 register sets binary X, and 

subsequent events are the same as for the 

periodic input case. 

A convenient test procedure for the register 

input logic and addition processes can be carried out 

as fol lows. Set the instrument for mean square operation 

on a non-periodic input. Howaver, set the level selector 
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to some Ieve I ·number. Upon eye Ii ng the instrument by 

operating the "START" and "NOISE START" switches in 

order, the accumu I a tor register w i I 1. comp i I e a content 

equal to the base count multiplied by the weighted input 

for the level selected. Each level can be tested in 

this fashion, and correct operation of the logic and 

the registers can be verified. 



VI I SUMMARY 

The previous sections have described the design 

of an instrument which uti I izes the data-processing 

concepts advanced in a paper by F. Deist and R. Kitai. 2 

Now the use of the instrument, its error characteristics 

and some possible applications wi 11 be considered. 

To obtain the mean square value, normalized to 

the voltage of the highest quantization level, of the 

waveform under measurement, it is necessary to apply the 

readings displayed by the instrument to the equation (2). 

v2 = 1 --------------(2)n 
4~ n LJ 

For the sfxteen level case 

v2 = 0.977 x 10- 3 + 1 
n-1 

n 
128C L
0 

r=l./ 

A table for the conversion of the accumulator 

register content in octal form to 1 
128 

n-1 

L rCr in 

r=l 

decimal form has been prepared. Some measurements were 

carried out on low frequency sine and triangular waves 

generated by Hewlett P~ckard function generators 203A 

and 202A. 
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Evaluation.of the results could not be performed accur

ately because accurate statistical measures of the 

waveform under measurement could not be carried out by 

any me~ns other than the instrument under test. However, 

there were indications that results were consistently 

within about 2% of the estimated true value, as closely 

as the latter could be assessed. This degree of accuracy 

pertains to the mean square value. An evaluation of the 

cumulative amp I it1,1de probabi I ity d1$tribution of a 5Hz 

sine wave gave results shown in the appendix, page 93 • 

Here a maximum error of I .28%, occurring at the 

thirteenth level, was detected. No noise measurements 

were carried out, but the non-periodic mode of operation 

was verified as functioning correctly. 

The overal I theoretical error characteristics of 

the instrument constructed may now be summarized. 

Error due to the use of n levels, en, has been 

2shown to be, for sixteen levels 

e = + 1 = + 3.33% maximum 
n - 2(n-l) 

for rectangular wave. 

e n = - 0.41 = -0.707% maximum 
(n-1)1.5 

for a sine wave. 

1 = 0.0977% maximum 
4n 2 

for a triangular wave. 
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Figure 6 of the reference2 shows that for a normal wave 

and for white noise, en ranges from -1.0% to +I .0% for 

normalized root mean square voltage, Vn,, in the range 

Error due to a constant level-error, /J.:E, at all levels, 

ez, would rarely be relevant, but can be used as a severe 

"worst case test" if the largest level displacement likely 

to be encountered is considered to exist everywhere. The 

curve shown in the appendix, on page 86 , for the opera

tional amplifier, indicates that with carefully selected 

wire-wound resistors for the external elements, in place 

of the temporary resistors now in use, maximum deviations 

of 10 mvolts for the rectifier may be confidently expected. 

It is shown in section IV that not more than I I mvolts of 

level-error can be expected from the level determination 

section. This leads to a maximum level error of 21 mvolts 

at any Ieve I. Th us the "worst case" descr I bed above is 

as follows: 

/j E = 0.268% 

for a sine wave. 

ez (£. ~ E = 0.315% 
2 

for a triangular wave. 
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for a normal wave and white noise. 

Errors considerably lower than this may be expected. 

Error due to the use of a finite clock pulse 

rate and aperture time, ep, is dependent onµ.. The 

worst case is considered for periodic waveforms, this 

being a 5Hz input frequency, f, and a si;:impling frequency; 

p, of 20kHz. For this value of p, µ is at its maximum 

value of 0.4375. For the white noise case, the noise 

is considered to be idea I I y Iow-pass f i I tered, at a 

cutoff frequency of 5Hz, leading top of IOHz andµ 

of 2.1875 x 10- 4 • 

ep max= (1+~) i = 0.0359% 
p 

ep a~g = ~i = 0.00109% 

p 


for a rectangular wave. 

ep max = 2 (1+14) 	 i = 0.0?18%. 

p 


ep avg = 2J.ti = 0.0218% 

p 


for a sine wave. 
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= 3(1+f) i = 0.1077%ep max 
p 

0.0327% 

for a triangular wave. 

For a normal wave 

ep max = 1 o.239%, vn = 1 
V2 2.58 n 


ep max 


ep avg = _1_ JA-i = 0.0729%, vn = 1 
v 2 p 2.58 

n 


ep = o. 535%, = 1
avg vn 
7 

For the noise case stated above 

e - uZ - 0.0126%p avg ,-_
p 

The use of a sampling frequency of 20kHz in spite of the 

smal I values of ep for most 5Hz periodic waves is justi

fied thus: a sampling frequency of 20kHz leads to 

accumulator register operation at 320kHz, which is the 

upper frequency limit for reliable counter· register 

operation in this instrument. At this sampling rate the 

display registers wi I I hold, without overflow, the 

required counts for familiar periodic waveforms, including 

the worst-case rectangular wave. The greater the number 

of samples taken, the lower ep becomes, T~us ope:arion 

at the rate stated above utilizes the available accuracy 

which is inherent in the instrument. 
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sIf the sampling frequency is set at 4 x 10 x f~ the 

base count register wi I I contain 4 x 10 3 , and a 

substantial portion of its maximum count I lmit of 8,191 

will be available as a precaution against overflow. At 

this rate, the maximum accumulator register content of 

6 over 10 wi11 never be exceeded, even for a 10 volt 

excursion rectangular wave, sampled 8 x 10 3 times. 

White noise is considered to be filtered at 

5Hz because this gives approximately the maximum number 

of zeros per second on which the rectifier can success

fully operate without the introduction of error due to 

the relay switching time. If the rectifier u~per 

frequency I imit were increased substantially, perhaps 

by the use of electronic switching in place of the reed 

relay, a white noise signal ideally low-pass filtered 

at IOOHz would lead to 

ep = 0.458% 

This is a reasonable value of ep, Indicating that 

filtered white noise measurements over a much greater 

frequency range would result from improvements in 

rectifier speed. 

The above results may be compiled In a table 

similar to Table ljl Table IV, Summary of Characteristicsp 

shown on the fol lowing page. 
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TABLE IV - SUMMARY OF ERROR CHARACTERtSTICS 

• 
Sine Tri an- Normal WaveError Rec tan- White 1Noise 

gulargular Wave 
WaveWave v == 1 v == 1 v == 1 v == 1n n  n . 2 ..5.8 . n . . 2. 5]'l 7 

+1. 0%.o. 0.977%+3.33% -0.707% -1.0% -1.0% +1 •. 0%en max 

(0.268% (0.315% (0.938%<.0.348% (0.348% ( o. 938%ez ., 

0.1077% 0.239%0.0359% 0.0718% 1. 76%ep max 

0.0109% 0.0218% 0.0327% 0.729% 0.535% 0.0126%ep avg 

co 
0 
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Constructed from D.E.C. card modules, the registers 

described, and a Phi I ip master clock pulse generator, the 

device is housed in a three-unit relay rack, 21" x 15" x 

19", with an externa I +50 vo It power supp I y for the 

display register I ights. Photographs of the instrument 

are shown in Figure 15, "Completed Instrument", page 82. 

Several possible applications have been sug~ested 

for the instrument: 

I) the measurement of the ultra low frequency 

portion of the frequency spectrum of 1/f 

noise in electron devices, where a low-pass 

filter could be used in place of the usual 

band-pass filter. 

2) the evaluation of indices of performance of 

the form 

I= 1: e2at 

in adaptive or optimal control systems. 

3) 	 bio-engineering applications, such as, say, 

the statistical evaluation of electrocard

iographic data. 

4) 	 Statistical evaluations of the slowly varying 

parameters that are frequently encountered 

in chemical processes. 

Numerous other applications wi 11 almost certainly 

appear as the avai labi I ity of the instrument becomes more 

genera I I y known. 



FIGURE 15. COMPLETED INSTRUMENT 

The scale above the register display l ights is provided to simp lify 

the evaluation of the octal code equivalent of th e binary readout. 

co 
N 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA DEVICE CORP. MODULE Cl818 

This module consists of two high-si:abi I ity D-18 

operational amplifiers from the maker's "high performance 

series", complete with regulated power supplies, al I card-

mounted and requiring only 115VAC for operation. Locations 

are provided on the card for input and feedback elements. 

Adjustment potentiometers for the 15 volt regulated 

supply and for amplifier balancing _are included on the 

card. The amplifiers are short-circuit-proof. 

SPECIFICATIONS - .D-18 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 


Voltage gain: 86d~B min., 88dB typ. 


Frequency for full output: 15kHz min., 20kHz typ. 


Frequency for unity gain: I .5MHz min., 2.0MHz typ. 


SI ew i ng rate: 0.9 volts/psec. min., 1.25 .volts/psec. typ. 


Rated output: +I I volts· at +2.2ma. min. 


Input voltage offset drift~ 

25 pvolts/24 hr. max. 

10 )JVolts/°C max., 5 pvolts/°C typ. 

Input current offset: 

5na. max., 2na. typ. initial offset 

I .5na./24 hr. typ. drift 

0.65na/°C max., 0.45na./°C typ. drift 
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Differential input impedance: 0.6Mohms mln:.p I .OMohms typ. 

Common m6de Input impedance: 55Mohm min., 65Mohm typ. 

Input noise: 5.0~volts max.p 3.0 ~volts min. 

Power requirements: +1.5 volts at 12ma max. 

The .transfer characteristic shown below was 

recorded on a Moseley "Autograf" X-Y recorder for two 

amplifiers, each set for unity gain with temporary 

composition resistors, in series. 

Vin 

volts 

b_v = Vout -V. -z.n 

!J.v 
mvolts 

where V t = output voltage
OU 

v. = input voltage-z.n 

(10,=36) 



SPECIFICATIONS 	 FOR C.P. CLARE OF CANADA LTD. 


RELAY·HGSM5009 


The relay HGSM5009 is a single-pole, double-throw, 

mercury-wetted, reed relay. It is mounted, for this 

application on a O.E.C. blank card W990. 

"Must operate" input: 6.4 volts, 12.9ma 

Speed: 2 msec max. (at "must operate" level) 

Winding: 450 ohm, 28 volts maximum voltage 

Contacts: SPOT, mercury-wetted, make-before-break 

Relay orientation and winding polarity must be observed. 
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DECIMAL COUNTER INPUT LOGIC 

Economic factors led to the use of a binary 

accumulator register. The weighted input concept could, 

however, be applied to a decimal counter possessing the 

abi I ity to assimilate input pulses at its "tens" and 

"hundreds" sections as well as the normal "unity" iQput. 

This section proposes an approach to realization of the 

weighted inputs to a decimal accumulator register. 

Prime consideration is given in this proposal 

to maintaining a low timing pulse rate. This is done 

to minimize the input frequency requirements of the 

counter. Al lowing one timing pulse for the hundred

w e i g hte d decade (the I a rg est we i g hte d i n put for a I 6 

level system is 120), and nine each for the tens and 

units weighted decades, 19 timing pulses per sampling 

cycle is the minimum requirement. Howeverp the largest 

number of pulses actually gated to the decades in one 

sampling period is 15, when the twelfth level is active 

and the required weighted input is 78. Thus a reduction 

in timing pulse frequency results from arranging for the 

required pulses to be delivered, highest-weighted pulse 

first, immediately after each otherp with any "unused" 

timing pulses occurring only after al I count inputs have 

been f u I f i I. I e d • 
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Using parallel operation on level determination 

and count input to the accumulator register in order to 

maintain a low rate of operation, the weighted input for 

the level determined can be stored in three registers, 

consisting of one single-binary and two four-binary units. 

These registers would be count-down registers that would 

admit count pulses to their respective decades unti I they 

had counted down to zero. They would then cause the 

timing pulse input to be delivered to the next lower

weighted register and decade. Fift~en serial timing 

pulses from one input I ine are required for this input 

system, the level determination requiring, as before, 

eight serial timing pulses on separate lines, in parallel 

in time with the counter input operation. The sixteenth 

pulse is used to transfer the transformed tevel information 

to the three storage/count-down registers. 

The logic functions required to transform the 

level register state to the binary-coded-decimal weighted 

input are shown in Figure 16, "Gecimal Counter Input 

Logic Expressions", on page 90. The expressions are 

given in AND/OR logic. The X, Yi & Zi are the elements 

of the binary-coded-decimal storage/count-down registers, 

with register X bundred-weighted, Y ten-weighted and 

Z unity-weighted. The expressions are derived in a 

similar fashion to that used for binary counter input logic. 
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LEVEL oe:c.tMAL WEIG.HIED INPUT!:> 
R'CG;ISTER 10015 (ls ~D)!O's _(sc~

y4 y~ Ya Y.x.ABCD C.4 L Zz.. c. 
O 0 0 I 0 0 0 0c 0 0 0 I 
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0 0 ., I 0 0 I I 00 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 I0100 ·O 0 0 0 
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01000 0 0 I l 0 . I I 0 
(o. 0 I 0 0 0 0 II 0 0 I 

c I 0 I01010 0 l 0 I 
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The timing pulse generation, a typical information 

transfer circuit for one binary, and the counter input 

control logic are shown in Figure 17, "Decimal Counter 

Input Contro I Logic", on page 92 • 
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION.OF A SIN~ WAVE 

The completed instrument was used te obtain 

data on the cumulative amp I itude probabi I ity distri

bution of a 5Hz, 10 volt excursion sine wave. The 

peak of the wave was set as nearly as possible to 

10V as the use of an osci I loscope and the "sixteenth 

level exceeded" indicator allowed. Table V, Sine 

Wave Amp I itude Probabi I tty Distribution, page 94, gives 

the counts above the levels (the Cr> for a base count 

of 4096, the resulting measured P(vJ, the theoretical 

P(v}, and the difference (P(v)measured-P(v}theoretiaaZ). 
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TABLE V - SINE WAVE AMPLITUDE PROBABILITY 

DISTRIBUTION 

Level Cr P(v} 

Measured 

P(v} 

Theoret
iaaZ 

Differenae 

OataZ DeaimaZ 

1 ?560 :3952 .966 .960 + .006 

2 ?:300 :3??6 .921 .921 0 

:3 ?040 :3608. .881 .880 + .001 

4 6560 :3440 • 840 .840 0 

5 6:300 :3264 • ?98 • ?9? - .001 

6 6020 :3088 • ?55 • ?56 - .001 

? 5540 2912 • ? 11 • ? 1 :3 - .002 

8 5240 2?20 .664 .666 - .002 

9 4?40 2528 • 618 .620 - .002 

10 4420 2:320 .56? • 5?0 - .00:3 

11 4100 2112 .515 .518 - .00:3 

12 :3520 18?2 .45? .460 - 0 00:3 

1 :3 :3100 1600 • :3 91 • :396 - .005 

14 24:30 1:304 • :318 • :3 2 2 - .004 

15 1620 912 • 2 2 :3 .226 - • 00 :3 

16 - - - 0 -
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